We discuss the following conjecture:
Introduction
The following conjecture has been proposed: Conjecture 1 If G = (V; E) is a -regular simple graph with an even number of vertices at most 2 then G is 1-factorizable ( edge colorable).
This conjecture appeared in Chetwynd and Hilton 3] but may go back to G. A. Dirac in the early 1950's (Chetwynd and Hilton 3] ). An interesting consequence is that for any regular graph G either G or its complement has a 1-factorization. This conjecture along with variants and related results can be found in the new book Graph Coloring Problems by Jensen and Toft 8] .
E-mail: ljuca@cs.cmu.edu y E-mail: breed@mu .cs.mcgill.ca 1 In order to describe related conjectures and results we need to de ne some terminology. A graph G = (V; E) is simple if it contains no multiple edges and no loops. G is r-regular if the degree (i.e. the number of edges incident to a vertex) of every vertex is r. G is k edge colorable if the edge set E of G can be partitioned into k disjoint matchings. The chromatic index of G, denoted 0 (G), is the least k for which G has a k edge-colouring. We use (G) or simply to denote the maximum vertex degree in G. It is easy to see that 0 (G) . In 1964, Vizing 12] proved that for every simple graph G either 0 (G) = or 0 (G) = + 1. We note that Fournier 6] , 1] designed a procedure to + 1 color a graph of maximum degree in polynomial time.
A subgraph H of G is called overfull if jV (H) More importantly, the methods we use in the proof of theorem 1 are very general and have been used to get similar partial results for Hilton's conjecture (Perkovic and Reed 10]). These partial results were enough to devise a polynomial expected time algorithm for edge coloring simple graphs (Perkovic and Reed 11]). But the proofs of these results are long and technical, while the proof of theorem 1 is relatively simple. We turn now to the proof of theorem 1. We present algorithm COLOUR that given a -regular graph G so that 0 and jV j 2 is even edge colors G with colors or returns a subgraph H satisfying conditions (i) or (ii) of theorem 1. The algorithm along with the proof of its correctness proves theorem 1. We assume 0 is large enough to satisfy a number of lower bounds appearing throughout the paper. In order to give the main idea of algorithm we need the concept of a reduction.
De nition 1 G 0 is a reduction of G if (G 0 We remark that if G 0 is a reduction of G and G 0 has a (G 0 ) edge-coloring then G has a (G) edge-coloring. We remark further that given disjoint matchings M 1 ; :::; M l in a graph G = G 0 and setting G i = G i?1 ? M i we have that each G i is a reduction of G if and only if for each i, every vertex of maximum degree in G i?1 is the endpoint of some edge of M i . The main idea of the algorithm is that given a graph G we attempt to nd a bipartite reduction G 0 of G. Since 0 (G 0 ) = (G 0 ) (by K onig's theorem 9]) we will have 0 (G) = (G).
To nd a bipartite reduction, we rst partition the vertices of G into sets H 1 and H 2 of equal size so that a number of conditions hold. We describe this in the following section. In section 3 we describe the algorithm COLOUR that constructs perfect matchings consisting mostly of edges within H 1 and within H 2 . Once we color all the edges in H 1 and H 2 , the uncolored edges form a bipartite reduction of G. We introduce some notation we will need in our arguments. Given a subset
The Split
In the following section we present an algorithm COLOUR which edge colors a -regular graph G = (V; E) (with jV j even and at most 2 ) or returns a subgraph H of G satisfying (i) or (ii) of theorem 1. However COLOUR needs to be given a special partition (H 1 ; H 2 ) of the vertices of G as an input. This partition has the property that certain sets of vertices split about evenly between H 1 and H 2 . Let us de ne a split formally:
De nition 2 Let H 1 and H 2 be a partition of V . A set S V splits if jjS \ H 1 j ? jS \ H 2 jj < 11=20 2 .
A partition (H 1 ; H 2 ) of V is called a split partition if the following are satis ed:
1. jH 1 j = jH 2 j (which implies jE(H 1 )j = jE(H 2 )j) 2. 8v 2 V; 8X; Y V of size less than log the following sets split:
To prove that the desired partition exists we will show that a suitably de ned random split satis es the conditions with positive probability. We then apply COLOUR to some such partition obtaining either a edge coloring of G or a subgraph H of G satisfying (i) of (ii) of theorem 1. The following procedure constructs with positive probability a split partition (H 1 ; H 2 ) of V : We arbitrarily order the vertices in V . For each successive ordered pair of vertices switch the order of the pair with probability 1=2 and put the rst vertex in set H 1 and the second in the set H 2 . Let E(H 1 ) and E(H 2 ) be the edges induced by H 1 and H 2 respectively. It is easy to see that the resulting partition (H 1 ; H 2 ) of V satis es the rst condition of a split partition. We show that with positive probability the other condition in the de nition of a split partition is also satis ed in the following claim:
Claim 1 The probability that there is any v in V , X and Y subsets of V with jXj; jY j < log for which one of the following sets fails to split is less than which is less than (2n 23logn ) ?1 for large enough. 2
Claim 1 implies that with probability at least 1 2 the partitioning procedure constructs a split partition. Before describing algorithm COLOUR on such a partition we describe a procedure that constructs a subgraph H of G satisfying (i) or (ii) of theorem 1 if COLOUR fails to edge color G.
2.2
The Subgraph Construction Procedure
The second property of a split partition is that certain sets of vertices split about evenly between H 1 and H 2 . The reason we want these sets to split is that it enables us to construct a subgraph of G that satis es (i) Proof: We rst show that X K Z \ H 1 (the symmetric argument shows We now present the algorithm COLOU R that, given a -regular graph G with an even number of vertices at most 2 and a split partition (H 1 ; H 2 ) of V , edge colors G with colors or returns a subgraph H of G satisfying (i) or (ii) of theorem 1. Let B be the bipartite graph whose vertex set is de ned by the partition (H 1 ; H 2 ) and edge set by f(u; v) 2 E : u 2 H 1 ; v 2 H 2 g. The goal of algorithm COLOUR is to nd a bipartite reduction G 0 of G that is a subgraph of B. We attempt to do this in three steps. First (in part 3.1) we color the edges in E(H 1 ) and E(H 2 ) and obtain the set M of about 2 matchings that cover E(H 1 ) and E(H 2 ). Second (in part 3.2) we augment each matching in M to obtain a set of perfect matchings M 0 (i.e. every matching in M 0 hits every vertex in G) that we remove from G. This will leave a few edges in H 1 and H 2 uncolored. Finally, in part 3.3, we color all the edges left over in H 1 and H 2 , using a third set of matchings M 00 . We add edges from B to each matching in M 00 to obtain a set of perfect matchings that we remove from G. We are then left with a bipartite reduction G 0 of G. If we fail at any step we will show the existence of (and construct) sets X Input: A -regular graph G with an even number of vertices at most 2 and a split partition (H 1 ; H 2 ) of V .
Output: The graph G along with a split partition (H 1 ; H 2 ) of V and a balanced set of matchings M = fM 1 ; M 2 ; :::; M 3 g covering E(H 1 ) and E(H 2 ).
Step: We color E(H 1 ) using 3 colors to get the set of disjoint matchings M 0 1 ; M 0 2 ; :::; M 0 3 using Fournier's algorithm; similarly we get a set of disjoint matchings M 00 1 ; M 00 2 ; :::; M 00 3 covering E(H 2 ). We now modify these matchings so that property 1. in the de nition of a balanced set of matchings is satis ed: To satisfy it for H 1 (the case H 2 is the same) we will apply recursively the following procedure to two matchings M 
